
Care teams can benefit greatly from the convenience and capabilities of 
mobile phones.  Having one place to access patient care information and 
other applications saves time and effort.

Complexity is the enemy. The mobile presentation of information can’t be 
cumbersome to support fast response and handle multiple alerts.

Alairo ARC offers a simplified Alarm interface designed for mobile devices. It offers a lower cost 
option that delivers only the features needed.

Positioning – just the 
features nurses need…

ARC delivers more features 
than basic communications 
applications, without 
the cost and complexity 
associated with full 
featured CC & C (Clinical 
Communications and 
Collaboration) system.

Built for growing Health 
Care environments

ARC can easily scale to 
large numbers of mobile 
devices, as it is a low 
bandwidth application 
on the network. It also 
delivers more context and 
control than a SIP based, 
direct approach.

Cleaning, room 
ready and discharge 
notifications

Other relevant messages 
can be pushed to mobile 
devices to improve 
operations and efficiency. 

Fast Alarm Delivery

ARC uses the Alairo 
Orchestrator system 
to quickly route alarm 
information through the 
various systems in the 
telecommunications chain. 
Alarms reach the phone 
within 3 seconds of Nurse 
Call activation.

SAFety, CommuniCAtionS, AnD eFFiCienCy FoR toDAy’S HeAltH CARe CHAllengeS

Alairo ARC
Alarm Receiver and Communicator

Simple, Practical Mobile Alarm 

Delivery and Management
Works with

ioS, Android, 
Zebra,

and more
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Alairo ARC
Alarm Receiver and Communicator

one-button call to patient room

Having a simplified way to quickly call into the patient’s room is critical 
in intercepting a bed exit. Sometimes, the nurse just needs to buy a little 
time to get there, and a quick acknowledgement is often enough to avoid a 
potential incident.

unique tones 

Depending on the alert type, different tones can be 
used to signify urgency. This helps nurses to react 
appropriately without having to look at the application, 
depending on the activity in process.

Alarm Queuing

By presenting a list of active alarms, clinical 
professionals can scroll through alarms and 
prioritize their response to meet safety and patient 
satisfaction needs.

ALARM INITIATION

Nurse Call

Alairo Orchestrator

Nurse Call Reports

Lights and Tones

Alairo ARC

integrated 
with Rauland 

nurse Call 
systems

Alairo ARC works in concert with the existing Nurse Call notification 
system, adding a layer of mobile management for safety.

Alairo ARC can be upgraded to add Imminent Bed Exit detection to reduce 
falls or alarm analytics that help your team to reduce nuisance alarms and 
manage nursing workloads.  


